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Abstract— Recent emergence of IoT Cloud systems has fostered proliferation of various applications mainly driven by
urgent need to respond to volume, velocity and variety of data
generated by IoT Cloud, but also to enable timely propagation
of actuation decisions, crucial for business operation, to the
Edge of the infrastructure. In such systems, utilizing currently
untapped Edge resources such as sensory gateways, and enabling the IoT devices as first-class execution environments
plays a crucial role. However, enabling virtually exclusive access
to the underlying devices, e.g., field bus sensors and supporting
flexible, application-specific customizations for such devices still
remain a challenge. In this paper, we introduce Data- and
Control Points - a novel programming model and framework
for developing applications specifically tailored for resourceconstrained Edge devices. Our framework offers programming
constructs that enable applications to define custom configurations for and their own view of the underlying devices. By
providing an illusion of an exclusive access to the underlying
sensors and actuators, our framework supports execution of
multiple applications within a single Edge device.

devices, e.g., digital, serial or IP-based. The supporting
framework provides mechanisms which act as multiplexers
of the data and control channels, thus enabling the device
services to have their own view of and define custom
configurations for such channels, e.g., sensor poll rates, data
units or data stream filters. By providing an illusion of an
exclusive access to the underlying devices, our framework
supports execution of multiple applications within a single
Edge device.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: In
Section II we outline the framework architecture; Section III
introduces the Data and Control Points and presents the
main concepts of the programming model; In Section IV, we
describe the main runtime mechanisms of the edge-devices
framework. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper.

I. I NTRODUCTION & R ELATED W ORK

The main aim of DRACO (Data And Control pOints)
framework is to facilitate the development of common monitor and control tasks in IoT Cloud systems. As discussed in
our previous work, these task are the main building blocks of
edge-device applications/services and the main constituents
of reusable domain libraries [10]. Generally, such libraries
form the cornerstone for building higher-level cloud-centric
IoT Cloud applications.
Figure 1 shows a high-level overview of the DRACO
framework. In general, our framework follows a layered
architecture and runs inside resource constrained Edge device, enabling local execution of device-level applications.
In a broader sense it acts as an interlayer between lowlevel devices such as sensors and actuators and the highlevel services which are executed on cloud platforms. Starting from bottom up, the Edge device middleware layer is
generally responsible to mediate communication with the
underlying physical devices, maintain configuration models
and provide and execution runtime for the monitor and
control tasks. To enable communication with the physical
devices this layer provides Drivers and Com. Protocols component. Its main responsibility is to provide the supporting
driver implementations, which enable direct communication
with the devices, e.g., via general purpose IO (GPIO) pins,
field bus communications over protocols such as I 2 C or
ModBus, or communication over IP-based networks. Th
Edge device middleware layer also provides Configuration
Models repositories such as light-weight NoSQL database.
The configuration models are stored locally in the device
and among other things they specify how the underlying
devices are connected. For example, in case of direct pin
connection such models contain meta-data such as pin class
(e.g., analog in), name and hardware-related data, e.g.,
multiplexer addresses or value correction constants. Finally,
the Runtime Services constitute the tasks execution runtime

Recent advances in IoT and Edge computing have resulted
in numerous approaches in terms of programming frameworks and middleware for developing application business
logic suitable for resource-constrained IoT devices such
as sensory gateways. However, such approaches mainly
focus on hiding the heterogeneity of data sources (e.g.,
sensors) [1]–[6], defining data processing schemes [1], [6],
and dealing with mobility [1], [3], [4], privacy [5] and
scalability [4], [6]. In spite these and other approaches that
address similar issues, e.g., on communication protocols
level [7] or by utilizing SOA principles [8], [9], enabling
virtually exclusive access to the underlying devices, e.g.,
field bus sensors and supporting flexible application-specific
customizations for such devices are still not fully addressed
in the literature. This inherently prevents utilizing the Edge
devices as generic execution environments that can be potentially shared by multiple IoT Cloud applications. Still in
large-scale IoT Cloud systems, leveraging the computational
resources of the Edge devices is especially important, as
their currently untapped processing capabilities can be used
to optimize IoT Cloud applications by making edge devices
first-class execution environments, i.e., by moving parts of
application logic away from cloud platforms towards the
edge of IoT Cloud infrastructure.
Continuing our previous line of research [10], [11], in
this paper we introduce Data- and Control Points - a novel
programming model and framework that provides a set of
programming abstractions for developing common monitor
and control tasks. The Data- and Control Points represent
low-level channels to the sensors/actuators in an abstract
manner and mediate the communication with the connected
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application that reads sensory data and stores it locally at
device side, e.g., in a light-weight database. Second, they
can be used to develop domain libraries. In this context
a domain library contains a set of reusable tasks that are
responsible to encapsulate domain-specific knowledge, most
notably domain model and common behaviors, in a reusable
manner. For example, a building automation expert developer
could develop a domain library to facilitate development of
higher-level functionality for building management systems.
Generally, a control task is any permissible sequence of
actuating steps which can be used to control physical devices,
via the actuators they expose. Further, a monitor task includes
processing, correlation and analysis of sensory data streams
to provide meaningful information about the state changes
of the underlying devices or the surrounding environment.
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DRACO high-level architecture overview.

and provide the sporting runtime mechanisms for Data and
Control Points. This component is discussed in more detail
in Section IV.
The next layer is the Application layer and its main
purpose is to provide application development and execution
support. The crucial part of this layer is the Data and Control
Points component. It provides concrete implementation our
programming model’s abstractions and APIs, which are used
by domain expert developers, as we describe in more detail
subsequently. Further, the Applications Runtime Container,
provides an execution runtime for the Edge-device applications. It is important to mention that the DRACO framework
does not impose many limitations regarding the application
model. For example, such applications can be based on
OSGi container or even stand alone applications. In the
current prototype, we rely on a striped-down JVM (based
on Oracle Compact Profiles) to run the programming model,
thus the framework only requires the application runtime to
be JVM compatible. The Connectivity Manager is a cross
cutting component (between the Application layer and Cloud
connectivity layer), which provides a flexible mechanisms for
the Edge-device applications and services to communicate
with the cloud. The Connectivity Manager relies on the
Communication Protocols Library to offer a set of higherlevel communication protocols such as CoAP or MQTT to
the applications. It supports the applications to dynamically
configure and utilize the available protocols, without having
to deal with the low-level implementation details. In this
paper we do not discuss the Cloud connectivity layer to more
detail, since it is out of scope of DRACO framework.
III. DATA AND C ONTROL P OINTS : A P ROGRAMMING
M ODEL FOR E DGE D EVICES
In our framework we envision two distinct usage patterns
for the Data and Control Points and the aforementioned
tasks. First, they can be used to develop “stand alone” edgedevice applications, which do not necessarily depend on the
cloud. An example of such application would be a logging

Data and Control Points represent and enable management
of data and control channels (e.g., device drivers) to the
low-level sensors/actuators in an abstract manner. Generally,
they mediate the communication with the connected devices
(e.g., digital, serial or IP-based), enable application-specific
customizations of the channels and also implement communication protocols for the connected devices, e.g., Modbus,
CAN or I 2 C.
Figure 2 shows a simplified UML diagram of the main
components of our programming model. From the figure
we notice that the EdgeApplication contains multiple Tasks.
Further such tasks can have multiple DCPoints associated
with them. The DCPoint is an abstract class which provides main operators and lifecycle management hooks for
the Data and Control Points. Both DataPoints and ControlPoints inherit from this component and encapsulate the
specialized behavior for reading sensory data (DataPoints)
and preforming the actuations (ControlPoints). In general,
DCPoints allow the developers to perform concurrent reads
and writs, regardless of whether the low-level drivers support
sequential or concurrent reads and writes. In this way the
applications have an impression of exclusive usage of the
available devices. Another important feature of DCPoints is
that they enable developers to configure custom behavior of
underlying devices. For this purpose each DCPoint can have
a ConfigurationModel associated with it. For example, an application can configure sensor poll rates, activate a low-pass
filter for an analog sensory input or configure unit and type
of data instances in the stream. However, there are physical
limitation, which need to be considered, such as a sensor
might sample data at a different rate then specified in the
ConfigurationModel for the DataPoint abstracting the sensor.
The most important case is when the poll interval specified
by an application is shorter than sensor’s minimum interval.
In this case the corresponding DataPoint issues a warning
to the application (e.g., not supported configuration), but it
resends the last available reading, given the configuration,
until a new fresh reading is available. This enables developers
to handle such situation dynamically, while allowing the
applications to run without runtime interrupts.
The most important concept supporting the DCPoints are
the VirtualBuffers, which are provided and managed by
our framework. In general, such buffers enable virtualized
access to and custom configurations of underlying sensors
and actuators. They act as multiplexers of the data and
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control channels, thus enabling the device applications to to define a custom data (domain) model. This is especially
have their own view of and define custom configurations important for defining groups of DCPoints that represent
for such channels. To this end, the VitualBuffers wrap the some logical entity in the physical environment. For example,
DeviceDrivers and share a common behavior with them, in- this model can be used to describe a complex device, which
herited through the Component Interface. For example, they contains multiple sensors or an application-specific domain
can be initialized, shutdown and released. Both buffers and model entity, e.g., room. To this end, the DataInstance acts
drivers lifecycle are managed by the VirtualBuffersManager. as a wrapper of a sensory reading (value) and enriches it
Moreover, a virtual buffer references a set of Gatherers and with additional information such as timestamp. Moreover,
can contain an optional AdapterChain. Generally, a gatherer the DataType enables defining custom data instances types. It
is a higher level representation of a port. For example, in case extends the built-in Java types and provides additional inforof a sensing device (DataPoint) the gatherer represents the mation about the data instance such as its unit (e.g., Kelvin).
(partial view)
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tation follows similar principle. It contains a set of Ports, vidual readings within a complex data instance. Therefore,
which is a framework internal representation of devices developers only need to declare a complex instance and the
attached to the bus. Such Ports are dynamically instantiated framework takes care of collecting the relevant readings from
by the VirtualBuffersManager at device bootup during driver
initialization phase, based on the provided PortConfig. At
the moment, PortConfig is specified as a JSON file that
DCPoint
contains the meta-data such as port class (e.g., analog in),
name and hardware-related data, e.g., multiplexer address or
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‐sate:Enum
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Besides supporting development of monitor and control
tasks the Data and Control Point enable the domain expert
developers to define a custom application data model. Figure 3 depicts a simplified UML data model of the DCPoints.
It can be seen as a meta model that enables applications
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‐value:Array[SimpleDataInstance)]
processingOperator()

multiple streams and delivering the complex instance to the
application when it is fully initialized or updated.

released by the framework (given that no other DCPoint is
referencing them). The main difference in lifecycle management of these components is that the DCPoints are mainly
C. Application-level programming constructs
managed by applications (cf. Figure 2 right-hand side), while
Listing 1, gives a general example of how developers the DRACO framework manages the VirtualsBuffers and
define a DataPoint. It shows a data point with one stream of their dependencies (cf. Figure 2 left-hand side).
Figure 4 illustrates the main phases of the VirtualBuffers
simple data instances that represent, e.g., vehicle’s tire speed,
based on the required sensor properties. By default the data lifecycle. Depending on the configuration a VirtualBufer is
points are configured to asynchronously push the data to the initialized either when a device is connected or when explicapplications at a specific rate, which can be configured as itly requested by a DCPoint. The initialization phase includes
shown in the example. The application defines a call-back allocating a buffer instance, creating a corresponding Gathhandler, which contains some data processing logic, e.g., erer and performing configuration directives, specified in the
based of complex event processing techniques. Additionally, DCPoint configuration model. The latter usually includes
the data and control points offer a read operator that can creating an adapter chain with corresponding scalers, filters
be used to sequentially (or in batch) read a set of instances and adapters. This part is automatically handled by the Runfrom a stream, e.g., in order to perform more complex stream timeServices and it happens transparently to the applications.
When in the Ready state VirtualBuffers are discoverable and
processing operations.
can be queried by the applications via the DCPoint APIs.
1 DataPoint dataPoint = new DataPoint();
Also at this point the corresponding Gatherer is automatically
2 // Query available buffers
started by the framework and it starts gathering the data
3 Collection<BufferDescription> availableBuffers
4
= dataPoint.queryBuffers(new SensorProps(...))
from the underlying device or in case of a ControlPoint it
5 // Assign the buffers to the data point
is ready to receive serialization requests. After a DCPoint
6 dataPoint.assign(availableBuffers.get(0));
7 dataPoint.setPollRate(300);
obtains a reference to the buffer it can decide to start it (e.g.,
8 dataPoint.addCallback(this);
to open a data stream) or the buffer is automatically started
9 // Event handler
10 void onNewInstance(DataInstance di){
... }
by the framework if the callback object is provided. After a
successful start both the VirtualBuffer and the DCPoint are in
Listing 1. A DataPoint with callback handler.
the Running state. In this state the DCPoint receives periodic
updates from the underlying buffer or it explicitly reads the
1 //Configure a custom data channel
buffer state via the read operator, i.e., sets a new state via
2 BufferConfig bc = new BufferConfig("voltage_in");
3 bc.setClass(BufferClass.SENSOR);
the write operator. Finally, there are two ways to release
4 bc.getAdapterChain().add(
a DCPoint/VirtualBuffer. An application can manually stop
5
new ScalingAdapter(0.0,100.0,10.0));
6 bc.getAdapterChain().add(new LowpassFilter(0.30));
and release them after it has finished using the DCPoint
7 BufferManager.create("lowpass-scaled", bc);
or in case an error occurs, e.g, device disconnected, the
8 //Define diagnostics model
9 DataPoint diagnostics =
VirtualBuffer is moved to a Fault state. When it the Fault
10
DataPoint.newComplexInst("lowpass-scaled","voltage_in");
state the buffer notifies the DCPoint about the error after
11 DataInstance di = diagnostics.read();
12 //Log the diagnostics data locally
which it is automatically released by the framework.
Listing 2.

Custom configuration of DataPoints.

B. Main Information flow

Listing 2 shows a more complex example of a custom data
point, together with a simple diagnostics data model. The
diagnostic data contains raw engine voltage readings and
scaled voltage readings with low-pass filter, e.g., possibly
indicating that something is taking the power away from the
motor. The listing shows how to define a custom (partial)
configuration for the data point. In this case, we define a
scaling adapter and a filter, which are added to data point’s
adapter chain, as shown in lines 2-6. After creating a custom
data point (virtual sensor) (line 8) application can treat this
sensor as any other sensor. Finally, the example shows how
to synchronously read a data instance from the newly created
virtual sensor. Storing the data is omitted for readability
purposes.

Figure 5 shows the main steps of the information flow
within the DRACO framework. For readability purposes,
the figure only illustrates the information flow of a sensory
reading (DataPoint), but the framework behaves in a similar
fashion for the ControlPoins, with a main difference that the
direction of the information flow is reversed.
When an application requests a sensory reading, initially
the raw physical value, e.g. temperature is measured by
a sensor that is connected to the Edge device, e.g., via a
field-bus. The raw value enters the framework through a
driver. The driver handles the protocol on the field-bus and

IV. M AIN RUNTIME M ECHANISMS OF THE DRACO
F RAMEWORK

initialize

Ready

A. Lifecycle of Data and Control Points
In the DRACO framework both the DCPoints and the
VirtualBuffers have clearly defined lifecycles, which are entangled and mainly share a common behavior. For example,
when a DCPoint is created it is associated with one or more
VirtualBuffers, as shown in Figure 2 and if this DCPoint
is released the corresponding buffers are also automatically
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acquires the measured value from the sensor. In most cases
the measured value is a linear function that is applied on
the raw value, i.e., on a stream of bits and it scales the
raw value between 0% and 100% of the measurement range
(provided in the PortConfiguration, cf. Figure 2). Next, the
measured value has to be formatted to a common framework
internal format, which is independent of the used driver. This
is performed by the Gatherer and by default it formats the
sensor value as a double. At this stage the sensor reading is
formatted as a sensor value, which is universal understood
by the framework. In the next steps the sensor value is
propagated and processed through the AdapterChain, i.e., the
framework applies application-specific adapters and filters on
it. This transforms the sensor value resulting in a buffer value
that is delivered to a DCPoint. Finally, the DCPoints creates
a DataInstance with the required format, unit and type (cf.
Figure 3) and delivers it to the calling application.
V. E VALUATION & P ROTOTYPE I MPLEMENTATION
A. Prototype Implementation
The current prototype is implemented in Java programming language (based on Java SE Embedded). The framework is designed to run on a stripped-down JVM and we have
created a lightweight compact profile JVM runtime specifically tailored for constrained devices. The complete source
code and supplement materials providing more details about
current framework implementation are publicly available1 .
B. Experiments
1) Test bed Gateway and Experiments Setup: In order to
evaluate our DRACO framework, we built a test physical
gateway (cf. Figure 6). The getaway is based on Raspberry Pi
2, with ARMv7 CUP and 1Gb of RAM. They run Raspbian
Linux 8 (based on Debian Jessi) on Linux Kernel 4.1. Further
1 http://github.com/tuwiendsg/SoftwareDefinedGateways

For the evaluation purposes we have developed two example applications available in the aforementioned Git Hub
repository. First application (LogApp) runs inside the test
bed gateway, collecting all the sensory inputs (both analog
and digital), logging them locally and displaying the changes
in sensors readings on stdout. It defines several tenths of
the Data Points, which have different configurations such as
scaling adapters and filters for the connected sensors. It also
logs the raw sensory readings. Second application (ActApp)
is also running in the gateway and its main purpose is to
demonstrate different actuations, based on the changes in
sensory readings. For this purpose it creates several Data
Points (actuation triggers) and also several Control Points,
which are responsible to perform actuations, i.e., in this case
turning on/off the LEDs.
Figure 7 and Figure 8 show memory and CPU usage of
the LogApp. Initially (Figure 7) we notice that the DRACO
framework consumes below 5% of the CPU when no applications are running. The first spike in CPU consumption
happens when the LogApp application is started. The reason
for this is that at this point the application instantiates its
Data Points and requests the framework to allocate the
corresponding VirtualBuffers, AdapterChains, etc. This is
also reflected in Figure 8, where we observe an increase in
RAM of around 1M b. After this point in time the application
is running (processing and logging the changes in the sensory
readings). These changes are simulated by manually adjusting the analog inputs, i.e., by alternating the digital switches.
In general, the application is mostly consuming less then
10% of CPU and its memory usage is fairly stable (with only
minimal increase mainly due to created data instances). The
smaller spikes in CPU usage represent noticeable changes in
sensory readings (e.g., several knobs are rotated). However,
even when all the knobs are affected, effectively forcing
all the buffers to perform their individual data processing
actions, the CPU usage remains below 20%. Moreover, the
increased CPU usage is temporary and both the application
and the framework quickly return to normal resource usage.
Similar things can be observed in Figure 8, as the memory
usage during the observation time remains below 13M b.
Similar results can be observed in Figure 9 and Figure 10,
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where we show the performance of the ActApp, which
besides the Data Points also utilizes the Control Points. The
main differences are reflected in the overall smaller memory
consumption (below 12M b) and slightly higher CPU spikes.
The main reason for the former is that ActApp instantiate
smaller amount of Data Points. The latter is mainly due
to the fact that the changes in sensory readings trigger
actuations, which also require some processing to be done
by the framework, such as serializing the Control Points
instances. Also here the changes in sensor inputs were
manually simulated by the test sensor knobs and switches.
Finally, it is worth noticing that for the both experiments the
memory and CPU usage was measured on the process level
(i.e., entire JVM). Also, albeit small, in both cases we notice
a constant increase in memory usage. This is generally not a
desired behavior (e.g., since it can indicate a memory leak).
In this case, however, the reason for such behavior is that
the figures do not show the garbage collection of old data
instances. Additionally, when an application exits it releases
all its resources.

Fig. 10.

Memory usage of the example actuation application (ActApp).
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